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ABSTRACT
Basic Block Coverage (BBC) is a secondary objective for search-based unit test generation techniques relying on the approach level and branch distance to drive the search process. Unlike the approach level and branch distance, which considers only information related to the coverage of explicit branches coming from conditional and loop statements, BBC also takes into account implicit branches (e.g., a runtime exception thrown in a branchless method) denoted by the coverage level of relevant basic blocks in a control flow graph to drive the search process. Our implementation of BBC for unit test generation relies on the DynaMOSA algorithm and EvoSuite. This paper summarizes the results achieved by EvoSuite’s DynaMOSA implementation with BBC as a secondary objective at the SBST 2022 unit testing tool competition.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Search-based software engineering: Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Various techniques have been developed over the years to generate unit tests for Java programs. For the 10th time, the Java Unit Testing Tool Competition, co-located with the 15th edition of the International Workshop on Search-Based Software Testing (SBST 2022), has evaluated several unit test generators on an unknown set of benchmarks to compare the generated tests in terms of structural coverage and mutation score [4, 6]. In this short paper, we report the results of our implementation of Basic Block Coverage (BBC), a secondary objective for search-based test case generation [2, 3], on top of EvoSuite [5], a state-of-the-art unit test generator for Java, at the SBST 2022 Tool Competition.
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2 BASIC BLOCK COVERAGE
BBC was originally proposed for search-based crash reproduction [1, 2]. Its main purpose is to account for partial coverage caused by implicit branchings in basic blocks. For instance, many basic Java operations (e.g., access to an array, method call on an object, etc.) can throw runtime exceptions (e.g., ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException, NullPointerException, etc.) that are not declared in the header of the encapsulating method. When thrown, such exceptions cause implicit branching in the program that are ignored by search-based unit test generation techniques relying on the approach level and branch distance heuristics to drive the search process. Indeed, both heuristics hypothesize that only a limited number of basic blocks can change the execution path away from a target statement. However, if, for instance, a runtime exception is thrown in the middle of a statement, then the search process does not benefit from any further guidance from the approach level and branch distance to reach the targeted statement.

More recently, we extended and evaluated the application of BBC to search-based unit test generation with DynaMOSA [3, 7].1 Unlike crash reproduction, where only a limited number of paths need to be explored to reach a target statement and reproduce a crash, unit test generation seeks to cover several different target statements, depending on the objectives defined for the search. In both cases, BBC is used as a secondary objective to compare two test cases with the same distance to a target statement according to the approach level and branch distance to find out which one is the closest. We implemented BBC in EvoSuite [5].

Parameter settings. We rely on EvoSuite with the DynaMOSA algorithm, and the default set of coverage criteria enabled [8] (i.e., line coverage, branch coverage, branch coverage by direct method invocations, weak mutation testing, output coverage, exception coverage). We set the secondary objectives to maximize BBC and minimize the length to avoid an explosion of the size of the tests during the search (–secondary_objectives=BBCOVERAGE:TOTAL_LENGTH). BBC comes with two additional parameters: the usage rate, defining the probability of activating BBC when two test cases reach the same distance for a given target, and the sleep time, defining the delay after which BBC can be activated when DynaMOSA adds a target to the active search objectives. We left the usage rate to its default value of 0.5 (–DBBC_USAGE_PERCENTAGE=50), as recommended from our previous evaluation [3]. We used a sleep time of 10 seconds (–DBBC_SLEEP_TIME=10) when the total search budget is less than 60 seconds, 30 seconds when the total search budget is less than 300 seconds, and 60 seconds otherwise. The competition

1 Our implementation is openly available at https://github.com/pderakhshanfar/evosuite/tree/BBC.
ran with two different search budgets this year: 30 and 120 seconds. All the other parameters were left to their default value.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 reports the overall coverages for conditions and lines and the mutation score of the different tools entering the 2022 competition. In general, the lines and conditions coverage increases for BBC when increasing the time budget. However, we see a decrease in the mutation score. This decrease should be further investigated by looking at the generated tests. One possible explanation could be the difference in the number of generated tests: 18,963 tests in total across the different runs for a 30 seconds time budget against 15,561 tests in total across the different runs for a 120 seconds budget.

As expected, the results of BBC are close to the ones of EvoSuite. This is in line with our previous evaluation of BBC for unit test generation [3]. There is, however, a difference in the coverages and mutation scores of the different benchmarks between EvoSuite and BBC. This difference is confirmed by our analysis using the non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (with $\alpha = 0.01$) and effect size Vargha-Delaney $\hat{A}_{12}$ statistic, reported in Table 1. As can be seen from the Table, BBC and EvoSuite seem to cover the benchmarks differently, and this difference seems to evolve over time. Further investigation is needed to identify the factors influencing the effectiveness of BBC for specific benchmarks (like, for instance, the presence of implicit branches, sleep time for small search budgets, etc.).

4 CONCLUSION

This short paper presents the results of Basic Block Coverage for unit test generation at the 10th Java Unit Testing Tool Competition. BBC achieved a good score, ranking second out of seven tools taking part in the competition this year. The results show that BBC covers the different benchmarks differently, compared to EvoSuite. Further investigations are needed to identify the best conditions for BBC to operate, especially with small budgets.
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